A simulation experiment was performed to generate and compile wake characteristics data relevant to the evaluation and feasibility analysis of closely spaced parallel runway (CSPR) operational concepts. While the experiment in this work is not tailored to any particular operational concept, the generated data applies to the broader class of CSPR concepts, where a trailing aircraft on a CSPR approach is required to stay ahead of the wake vortices generated by a lead aircraft on an adjacent CSPR. Data for wake age, circulation strength, and wake altitude change, at various lateral offset distances from the wakegenerating lead aircraft approach path were compiled for a set of nine aircraft spanning the full range of FAA and ICAO wake classifications. A total of 54 scenarios were simulated to generate data related to key parameters that determine wake behavior. Of particular interest are wake age characteristics that can be used to evaluate both time-and distancebased in-trail separation concepts for all aircraft wake-class combinations. A simple firstorder difference model was developed to enable the computation of wake parameter estimates for aircraft models having weight, wingspan and speed characteristics similar to those of the nine aircraft modeled in this work.
I. Introduction
he nation's airspace is becoming increasingly crowded as demand for passenger and cargo/freight air travel increases. The corresponding increase in commercial air traffic has many of the nation's airports forecasted to experience unprecedented arrival and departure delays in the future 1, 2 . Some delays may be attributable to available operational throughput at particular airports resulting from runway use configurations, specific approach and departure procedures, nearby airport interactions, and other factors. As changes to operational procedures are considered, with the goal of increasing throughput capacity of the terminal airspace surrounding busy airports in the National Airspace System (NAS), the risk of un-safe wake vortex encounters by aircraft becomes an increasing concern. To reduce the likelihood of such encounters to extremely low levels, today's in-trail wake separation standards -both for en-route and terminal airspace environments -are conservative. For example, current Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) regulations require that parallel approaches to runways with centerlines less than 2500 feet apart be treated the same as in-trail aircraft approaching the same runway (i.e. same separation standards are used.) 3 . Efforts are underway to improve NAS performance, which include the FAA's Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen) initiative. Pursuant to NextGen, different concepts of operation (con-ops) have emerged for pairing aircraft on CSPR approaches, with the goal of increasing airport throughput 4 . Data for analyzing separation relative to wake vortex encounters during CSPR operations, however, is currently limited.
One new con-ops proposed by the FAA's Closely Spaced Parallel Operations (CSPO) working group is called the Simplified Aircraft-based Paired Approach (SAPA) Concept. The SAPA Concept is a procedure-based technique that allows simultaneous dependent instrument approaches to CSPRs with centerline spacing less than 2500 feet. Current air traffic control (ATC) rules allow independent approaches to parallel runways with centerline spacing of 4300 feet or greater (3000 feet or greater with the use of a precision runway monitor, offset localizer, and monitor controllers) 3, 5 . Dependent approaches to parallel runways with centerline spacing between 2500 feet and 4300 feet are allowed, with a diagonal (direct aircraft-to-aircraft) separation requirement of 1.5 nm or greater to protect against wake encounters and aircraft collisions due to blunders. With the SAPA concept, the FAA is exploring the potential to safely modify current CSPR separation limits between aircraft pairs -and to potentially allow over-taking of the initial lead aircraft by the initial trailing aircraft as well. The SAPA Concept proposes the use of autopilot coupling between aircraft, precision Ground-Based Augmentation System (GBAS) or Space-Based Augmentation System (SBAS) surveillance, and pairing of aircraft which remain approximately abreast to ensure that each remains ahead of the other's wake vortices 6, 7 . Others have proposed similar CSPR approach concepts including the Paired Approach (PA) Concept 8, 9, 10 and the Terminal Area Capacity Enhancing Concept (TACEC) 11, 12 , and all such concepts require considerable wake data to analyze operational separation relative to potential wake encounters.
In this paper, a study has been conducted to generate and compile wake model data for the full range of wake class aircraft, which could be used in the development and analysis of CSPR con-ops. It is important to note that these data are not actual wake measurements but, rather, data generated using a fast-time, analytical model representation of wake dynamics. Also, these data apply to concepts where the trailing aircraft in a CSPR approach pairing remains approximately abreast of the lead aircraft and ahead of its trailing wake vortices. Data is presented for several lead aircraft wake classes in an attempt to fully span the current operational fleet. Additionally, sensitivity data are compiled such that wake characteristics estimates can be made for aircraft whose properties closely resemble those of the nine aircraft models simulated here.
II. Motivation and Experiment Goals
In a prior collaborative research study, the FAA's CSPO working group and NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) explored an initial feasibility assessment and wake-safe region analysis related to the SAPA Concept for CSPR arrivals 13, 14 . The study was performed to support near-term FAA investment decisions related to future parallel runway construction and CSPR approach procedure development. The study focused on assessing operational feasibility of the SAPA concept, specifically related to avoidance of un-safe wake vortex encounters. This was done via simulation and analysis by the characterization of a wake-free safe zone (WSZ) -or wake avoidance zone (WAZ), since safety is inherent in the assumptions of an analysis -in terms of a safe initial in-trail distance between a leader-follower pair on ILS final approaches to CSPRs. Analysis of the SAPA procedure was achieved by placing a lead aircraft at a final approach fix, aligned with the runway centerline and located five nautical miles from the runway threshold and simulating an ILS approach profile through runway touch-down. The SAPA analysis also simulated a trailing aircraft, flying an ILS approach profile to an adjacent CSPR, on its final approach course and at a safe initial in-trail distance behind the leader. Per the SAPA procedure, the trailing aircraft was to remain safely ahead of the lead aircraft's wake over the entire approach profile.
Characterizing the WAZ in terms of a safe initial in-trail distance enabled a reasonable feasibility assessment of the SAPA concept for the single aircraft pairing analyzed (lead & trailing aircraft each were modeled as B747-8F) with varying landing weights and corresponding approach speed profiles. It did not, however, allow the WAZ to be defined more generally for approach pairing combinations spanning the full NAS operational fleet. Additionally, because the WAZ was characterized by an initial pairing in-trail distance, wake position relative to aircraft position (i.e., either lead or trailing aircraft) could not be readily determined at all points along each aircraft's final approach trajectory, limiting its usefulness. For these reasons, a more dynamic approach at characterizing the WAZ in terms of in-trail time between lead and trailing aircraft at all points along the final approach profiles was explored. It was expected that generating a series of simulated WAZ data plots for various CSPR spacings, cross-wind conditions and other relevant parameters, would provide a useful resource for approach procedure developers to quickly assess preliminary feasibility of various CSPR con-ops. This time-based WAZ characterization approach is also consistent with other recently studied time-based spacing applications whose goal is that of increasing the capacity and efficiency of the NAS, such as the PA or the TACEC concepts.
Current ATC rules governing wake vortex encounter avoidance require in-trail aircraft to remain sufficiently behind or above a lead aircraft's wake vortices 3 . Sufficiently behind corresponds to where the lead aircraft's wake has either safely descended below the path of the trailing aircraft, or its circulation strength has decreased below the level required to create an un-safe encounter for the trailing aircraft. In the SAPA and certain other CSPR operational concepts, aircraft relative spacing is substantially reduced such that the trailing aircraft remains ahead, rather than behind the lead aircraft's wake (i.e., within the WAZ). In the presence of a variable crosswind as shown in Figure 1 , a dynamic triangular wake region can be visualized as translating with the generating aircraft. A WAZ can thereby be characterized in terms of either:
1. The instantaneous distance interval -measured along a line parallel to the runway center-line, between a wake-generating lead aircraft and the point where a trailing aircraft on final approach to an adjacent CSPR would encounter that wake (see Figure 1 ) 2. The instantaneous time interval -the time it would take the trailing aircraft to be ahead of the lead aircraft's most recently generated wake vortices (see Figure 2 ). Characterizing the WAZ in either of the above two ways has distinct advantages over the initial in-trail distance characterization employed in the SAPA study. The SAPA WAZ preliminary characterization is highly dependent on the lead and trailing aircraft speed profiles, and provides little insight into effective techniques at achieving wake spacing along the entirety of each aircraft's final approach trajectory. The importance of this was discovered during the SAPA study, where data indicated that the WAZ size decreased rapidly and substantially as the lead aircraft transitioned from the out-of ground effect (OGE) region to the in ground effect (IGE) region of its final approach trajectory. The IGE region spans the altitude from approximately one-half of the wake generating aircraft's wingspan to the runway surface, while the OGE region extends from approximately one wingspan upward. The WAZ size in the OGE region is substantially larger than the IGE region and, consequently, a trailing aircraft safely within the OGE WAZ could find itself suddenly outside the WAZ once it transitioned to the IGE region. It was primarily for this reason that this follow-on study was completed. Characterizing the WAZ in either of the two ways above, enables CSPR approach procedure developers, to sufficiently understand relevant wake dynamics along the entire final approach course to allow design of safe and effective preliminary procedures.
Method 2 above -the instantaneous time interval -is used to characterize the time required for a lead aircraft's wake to move laterally into the path of a trailing aircraft because it decouples the WAZ from either aircraft's speed profile. Figure 2 illustrates how a lead aircraft's discrete wake element (i.e., a wake vortex element generated over a short time interval -e.g. one second) transports laterally towards the path of a trailing aircraft's CSPR approach to an adjacent runway. This lateral wake movement is due to crosswind and other mechanisms including interaction with the ground in the IGE region, and may be characterized independently of the generating aircraft's speed. Assuming no longitudinal wake transport, the trailing aircraft will remain ahead of each discrete wake element if it transits the longitudinal distance between the two aircraft (the distance at the instant wake element generation) in less time than it takes the wake element to transport laterally into the trailer's path. Referring again to Figure 2 , a wake element transits a distance d from the point of generation to an imaginary detection plane (shown edgewise) along a parallel approach path where there is the potential for a wake encounter with a trailing aircraft. This discrete wake element transits this distance over time interval ∆t w . This time interval can be identified by the age of the wake -wake age -at any lateral distance. Therefore, for a trailing aircraft to avoid a wake encounter, the time it takes to pass the point where the wake element penetrates the imaginary plane must be less than ∆t w (i.e. the condition ∆t AC < ∆t w must be met). It follows that, the only criteria required to determine the WAZ in terms of in-trail time, are the lateral transport characteristics of the wake generated by a specific lead aircraft. To avoid hazardous wake encounters during a proposed CSPR concept of this type, the trailing aircraft must remain inside the WAZ over the entire final approach course.
The wake age characteristics are of particular importance in this simulation data collection exercise. Another characteristic of potential interest is the wake vortex circulation strength. Wake circulation strength can be used to determine whether a wake encounter by a specific following aircraft (wake class) is acceptable due to its impact on the trailing aircraft's trajectory. Similarly, the descent characteristic of wakes may be of use in determining whether a given wake will descend below a trailing aircraft's flight path, such that it is no longer a factor for that aircraft.
III. Experiment Design
The data for the lateral transport characteristics of wakes is collected using a fast-time wake trajectory prediction model. The Aircraft VOrtex Spacing System (AVOSS) Prediction Algorithm, or APA 15, 16 , is a fast-time simulation that models the movement and circulation decay of a pair of wake vortices in a plane perpendicular to the generating aircraft's flight path. The APA has been extensively compared to other wake models and validated using observed wake vortex measurements. Because the APA is a deterministic model of wake behavior, and because the experiment conducted here is performed at specific fixed aircraft operating conditions and atmospheric conditions, it should be understood that the data presented here are simply estimates of wake behavior and may not reflect the variability seen in real conditions. The inclusion of variability in the input parameters to the wake model that reflect observed distributions creates a significant increase in the size of the experiment and the data that needs to be collected -relative to what will be presented here -and is reserved for future studies.
A. Analysis Tools
The data collection experiment is segmented into several scenarios assembled using the Wake Vortex Simulation and Analysis Tools (WVSAT TM ), developed exclusively for NASA LaRC by Air Traffic Simulation, Inc. (ATSI) 17 . WVSAT TM is an aircraft simulation and visualization interface that allows for fast prototyping of various flight profiles, with wake generation and detection capabilities driven by the APA model. Some of the capabilities of WVSAT TM include: fast prototyping of experiments through a drag-and-drop modular design, Monte Carlo simulations, 3-dimensional visualization of aircraft kinematic and wake trajectories for interactive evaluation of scenarios, and the ability to evaluate wake behavior for a broad fleet of aircraft. The current version of WVSAT TM has been modified to use version 3.4 of the APA algorithm, which has some minor improvements to the out-of ground effect model relative to APA version 3.2 16 . Specifically for this experiment, each WVSAT TM experimental scenario is comprised of a simulated aircraft approach and landing with fixed aircraft configuration and atmospheric conditions and with several wake detection surfaces that capture wake characteristics at specified lateral positions.
The APA model can be characterized by three primary stages: out of ground effect (OGE), near ground effect (NGE), and in ground effect (IGE). The OGE stage models the wake behavior and decay primarily as a function of the initial strength and initial vertical velocity of the wake vortices, and atmospheric conditions such as wind, temperature, and turbulence levels, resulting in a pair of vortices that descend and translate laterally at a constant separation distance. In the NGE stage, the wake is considered to be sufficiently close to the ground and the modeling includes simulated image vortices that serve to introduce a zero velocity condition at the ground, causing the distance between the vortices to increase. In the final stage, IGE, additional secondary vorticity is introduced due to the primary vortices' interaction with the ground, which tends to further increase the separation between the primary vortices. The boundaries for the OGE to NGE and NGE to IGE regions in the APA algorithm occur at approximately 1.5 and 0.6 times the initial wake vortex separation (assumed to be π/4 times the aircraft wingspan), respectively.
B. Setup
The prior work in the SAPA study clearly indicated that the OGE and IGE regions were the limiting cases in lateral wake transport, where, in OGE, the lateral wake movement is primarily driven by the crosswind and produced large values for WAZs and, in IGE, the wake interaction with the ground increased lateral wake velocities and resulted in the smallest WAZs. From this observation it is clear that knowledge of the wake transport characteristics at every point along the approach path is not necessary and allowed the data collection for this experiment to be greatly simplified by concentrating on these two primary regions of the approach path of a wake generating aircraft. Later, an example is shown depicting the wake transport properties for the full approach path of one scenario clearly illustrating the two dominant regions.
The experiment is segmented into simulation scenarios; a graphic representation of a scenario is shown in Figure  3 . A scenario is comprised of a wake generating aircraft with an assigned approach and landing procedure to a runway, and several stationary wake detection surfaces, IGE and OGE, which capture the wake properties at various lateral offset distances from the wake generating aircraft's approach centerline. In all of the scenarios tested, the approach and landing procedure is defined as a constant final approach speed along the runway centerline and on a three degree glideslope from three nautical miles out to a runway threshold crossing height of 50 feet, followed by a flare and slow-down to landing speed, and landing. The stationary wake detection planes are placed at lateral offset distances of 500, 700, 900, 1100, 1500, 2000, 2500 and 3000 feet in both the IGE and OGE regions, for a total of 16 stationary wake detection planes. The wake generated by the approach aircraft is compiled by WVSAT TM using multiple 2-dimensional tiles of wake vortex trajectories and circulation strengths obtained from evaluations of the APA algorithm at a frequency of 1Hz along the approach path; the appropriate stitching together of these wake tiles is what provides the visualization of the in-trail wake, as seen in Figure 3 , producing a wake that is discretized into wake elements. The width of the stationary wake detection planes is selected to capture a minimum of one wake element as it penetrates the surface, with a sampling frequency limit of 20Hz for a wake age resolution of +/-0.05 seconds. The WVSAT TM tool simulates each deterministic scenario and logs the aircraft trajectory and the wake element properties captured by the stationary wake detection planes. Nine aircraft were selected for analysis for this study, based primarily on their weight. These aircraft, listed in Table 1 , were initially selected from a NASA Airspace System Program seed day of observed traffic targeting the historical day of September 26, 2006 to represent the aircraft with the most observed operations within one of the FAA's weight classifications of Small, Large and Heavy. Because a large percentage of operations falling under the Small weight class can be attributed to private or charter jets, two aircraft were selected to represent this category (C560 and C750) and one aircraft was selected to represent the Small weight class commercial operations (B190). The historical seed day indicated that the Large and Heavy weight classes were well represented by the operations of Boeing 737 (B737) and Boeing 767 (B763) model aircraft. The Boeing 757 aircraft model was included because special wake turbulence separation procedures are typically used for that aircraft, even though the aircraft falls in the FAA's Large weight class based on its maximum certificated takeoff weight. Additionally, the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) has made recommendations that the Airbus A380 model of aircraft should be assigned special wake separation criteria (assigning it the classification of Super) based on a study of the aircraft's wake characteristics 18 , making it a candidate aircraft for inclusion in this study. Two additional aircraft models, specifically the Bombardier CRJ-200 and the Boeing 747-400, were included in the test set in order to populate more of the weight range for each of the Large and Heavy weight classes, respectively. It is important to note that, although these specific aircraft models are used for the experiment based on observed frequencies, the APA model is only dependent on the weight, wingspan and speed characteristics to define an aircraft; any aircraft with the same value for these 3 characteristics would produce the exact same wake solution for the same atmospheric conditions.
The aircraft characteristics (weight, wingspan, speed) and the atmospheric conditions (crosswind and eddy dissipation rate) are the primary variable parameters affecting the behavior of the wake model. As such, sensitivity scenarios were created to understand the impact of a step variation in each of these parameters for each test aircraft. Note that temperature also comes into play in the wake model but a standard atmosphere has been assumed for the temperature profile of this experiment. The nominal weight for each aircraft is an estimated value larger than the empty weight of the aircraft and the sensitivity weight is selected to be approximately equal to the maximum landing weight of the aircraft, based on publicly available performance data. The nominal approach speed is selected to be the published approach speed for the specific aircraft, where available, with an assumed 10 knot slower speed for landing, and the sensitivity speeds are simply selected to be 10 knots slower than the nominal speeds. Sensitivities to different wingspans are selected as a 5% larger wingspan, compared to the baseline test aircraft. A pure constant crosswind of 15 knots is assumed in the direction shown in Figure 3 with a 5 knot increase used for the sensitivity case. The eddy dissipation rate -a measure of the turbulence level of the atmosphere -is assigned a low value for the nominal case with a two order-of-magnitude change for the sensitivity scenario. Table 1 lists the nominal and sensitivity parameters used for each aircraft. Six scenarios are simulated for each aircraft model (1 baseline, 5 sensitivities) for a total of 54 scenarios in this experiment. 
IV. Results
Data related to wake age, circulation strength, and altitude change, were collected for each of the 54 simulation scenarios for both the IGE and OGE regions. Wake age -the primary variable of interest for WAZ determinationis the age of the wake from its time of initial generation, to the time it transports laterally and intersects the stationary wake detection planes. Circulation strength is measured for each of the vortices as they intersect the stationary wake detection planes. Wake altitude change is the change in altitude of a wake, between the initial wake generation altitude and its altitude when it intersects the stationary wake detection planes. In all data presented here, only the first vortex to penetrate the stationary wake detection planes is used for data collection; consistent with the wind direction convention in Figure 2 , only the right wake vortex is sampled.
As previously mentioned, there are two primary regions of interest when considering CSPR operations -IGE and OGE. Figure 4a) illustrates the variation in wake age as a function of the wake generation altitude (along the glideslope of the final approach) for the nominal B763 scenario with 1500 feet lateral offset distance. The wake age is constant in the OGE region and reduces sharply and substantially to a smaller value (with corresponding rapid reduction in the size of the WAZ) through the IGE region until the wake generating aircraft touches down on the runway. Consequently, a trailing aircraft would be in-capable of flying the required speed profile to remain within the WAZ, were it only minimally within it at the end of the OGE region. The aircraft must be determined by moving backward along the approach trajectory from when the trailing aircraft touches down on the runway after the lead aircraft, as this corresponds to the smallest WAZ size. From there backward, the size of the WAZ increases through the IGE -OGE transition region until it steadies to a nearly constant value in the OGE region. With this understanding, a reasonable speed profile can then be defined that keeps the trailing aircraft within the WAZ through the OGE region, the transition between OGE & IGE regions, and finally through the IGE region and touch-down. Figure 4b) and Figure  4c) , respectively, show how the wake circulation strength and wake altitude change vary with generation altitude. These two measures do not immediately affect the WAZ size but the figures show nearly constant values in the OGE region, with some variation in the IGE region.
The wake age data for the nominal scenarios for each aircraft are presented in Table 2 for each lateral offset distance and for both the IGE and OGE regions. Figure 5 is a graphical representation of the wake age data for these scenarios. The wake age trends are qualitatively in line with the expected. First, the wake age is monotonically increasing with lateral offset distance. Second, the OGE wake age is largely a function of the crosswind, indicated by the linear trends versus lateral offset distance; the variations in wake age between aircraft models is due to the different wingspans -large wingspan aircraft generate a wake closer to the stationary planes than small wingspan aircraft on the same runway centerline. Third, the IGE wake age is smaller than the OGE wake age for the same scenario because the wake experiences additional lateral velocity as a result of the interaction with the ground. Fourth, the IGE wake age is highly dependent on the weight class of the aircraft -heavier aircraft produce wakes with smaller wake ages as compared to lighter aircraft, for the same lateral offset distances. This is expected since the initial downward velocity of the wake vortices -per the APA algorithm formulation -is proportional to the aircraft weight and inversely proportional to the aircraft speed and the wake vortices' initial separation; which translates into higher lateral wake velocities for higher weights, close to the ground. Note that some aircraft and lateral offset distances do not have a wake age measurement, simply indicating that the wake had fully dissipated by the time it reached the corresponding detection plane. The full set of wake age data from this experiment, which includes the sensitivity scenarios data, can be found in Table 12 through Table 16 in the Appendix.
Circulation strength data for the nominal scenarios of each aircraft are presented in Table 3 for each of the lateral offset distances and for both the IGE and OGE regions. Figure 6 is a graphical representation of the circulation strength data for these scenarios. Circulation strength is a function of the initial velocity of the wake, which itself is initially inversely proportional to the aircraft speed generating the wake, therefore higher circulation strengths IGE are observed when compared to OGE for the same scenario. The circulation strength dependence on aircraft weight is also clearly visible in these data. The full set of circulation strength data from this experiment, which includes the sensitivity scenarios data, can be found in Table 17 through Table 21 in the Appendix. Figure 6 shows significant wake circulation strengths at the lateral distance of 2500 feet. As previously mentioned, this lateral distance is the current day limit for dependent operations with a 1.5 nm diagonal spacing requirement between a leader-follower pair. After further analysis, it was shown that today's operations are not necessarily un-safe, according to these results. In all instances of a leader groundspeed above 100 knots (well below most commercial airliner approach speeds), and at the 1.5 nm diagonal spacing, aircraft are spaced at less than 56 seconds of instantaneous in-trail spacing. As can be seen in Figure 5 , all simulated wakes take longer than 60 seconds to transport to the 2500 foot lateral distance in the presence of the moderate crosswind of 15 knots. This implies that the trailing aircraft is always ahead and above the wake generated by the leading aircraft.
Wake altitude change data for the nominal scenarios of each aircraft are presented in Table 4 for each of the lateral offset distances and for both the IGE and OGE regions. Figure 7 is a graphical representation of the wake altitude change data for these scenarios. The expected behavior is that wakes descend relative to the wake generation altitude; this is represented in the OGE scenario data. However, wakes that are generated very close to the ground -IGE at touchdown for example -experience what can be described as a "bounce." The interaction with the ground creates the qualitative behavior in wakes whereby wakes move outward and upward because the ground boundary condition does not allow the wakes to descend very far. Correspondingly, the IGE wake altitude change data here illustrates this positive change in altitude relative to the wake generation altitude at the different lateral offset distances. The full set of wake altitude change data from this experiment, which includes the sensitivity scenarios data, can be found in Table 22 through Table 26 in the Appendix. Table 2 . Wake age data IGE and OGE at various lateral offset distances for the nominal aircraft scenarios. Table 3 . Circulation strength data IGE and OGE at various lateral offset distances for the nominal aircraft scenarios. 
V. Discussion and Data Usage Examples
There are several ways in which the data from this experiment can be used. The most direct way is to relate the data directly to in-trail time spacings. Suppose, for example, a scenario with a B763 aircraft at the nominal conditions tested in this experiment and a B737 aircraft that is in-trail but ahead of the wake of the B763. The approach is being performed to a pair of CSPRs with a lateral separation of 1400 feet. From the 1400 feet lateral runway spacing, one must subtract the appropriate separation buffer distances to account for assumed vortex diameter, navigational and other safety buffers, and the wingspan of the trailing aircraft. Using very rough assumptions that the wake vortex diameter is half the wingspan of the leading aircraft and the navigational errors and other buffers are zero, a very optimistic separation buffer (Figure 8 ) could be calculated to be: ¼ the wake generating aircraft's wingspan (the wake vortex assumed radius), plus ½ the following aircraft's wingspan, plus zero additional safety buffer, for a total separation buffer of approximately 95 feet. Because the assumption was made that the same conditions exist as in the test scenario, i.e., wake generator aircraft configuration and atmospheric conditions are the same, the B763 data can be simply interpolated linearly at the lateral offset distance of 1400 feet minus the safety buffer; at ~1305 feet. This interpolation yields values of 33.39 s., 215.67 m^2/s and 11.09 ft. for the IGE wake age, circulation strength and wake altitude change, respectively. Similarly, the values of 48.68 s., 256.79 m^2/s and -200.83 feet are obtained for the OGE region. In an operational sense, under the assumptions stated here, these values translate to (as an example):
1. The in-trail aircraft must be less than 33.39s in-trail of the leader aircraft at the time the leader touches down 2. The in-trail aircraft must be less than 48.68 seconds in-trail of the leader aircraft everywhere along the parallel approach 3. And, the in-trail aircraft must have sufficient speed differential to satisfy both of these first two criteria. If these estimates were available to an on-board flight management system on an aircraft, this data could be used to inform the pilot as to whether the conditions are or are not being met in real time. Similarly, this data could be gathered for several assumed buffer zones, independent of the following aircraft, to create in-trail avoidance zones as a function of how much buffer zone is required.
Time-based in-trail spacings provide a more flexible means for evaluation of specific closely-spaced parallel runway operational concepts because these can be converted directly to in-trail distances for various leaderfollower speed profile assumptions. Conversely, if the only information available was a wake-avoidance in-trail distance for a specific pair of aircraft, it would be much more difficult to make an evaluation of wake-avoidance spacings for an alternative set of leader-follower speed profiles. As an example, consider the same leader-follower pair scenario -B763 followed by a B737 -given above. Note that, in this scenario, speed profile assumptions for the trailing aircraft are not required to obtain the in-trail time spacings for the IGE and OGE regions. For simplicity, an assumption can be made that the same IGE in-trail spacings can be applied at the runway threshold -a more convenient reference point than aircraft touchdown point since most speed differentials will only change the in-trail time by a very small margin between threshold crossing and touchdown. Assuming a constant final approach speed of 140 knots for the leader B763 aircraft, a distance versus time-to-threshold can be easily calculated (blue solid line in Figure 9 ). For a given trailing aircraft final approach speed -assume 150 knots for this example -an in-trail distance can be calculated for the time at which the leader aircraft crosses the runway threshold. This in-trail distance is 1.391 nm. corresponding to an in-trail time of 33.39s. From the in-trail time/distance at the point the leader aircraft is crossing the threshold, and with the assumed follower approach speed, a distance versus time-tothreshold, relative to the leader's time-to-threshold, can also be quickly calculated (green dashed line in Figure 9 ). From these estimates, it is easy to identify that the follower aircraft needs to be 10.933 nm from the parallel runway threshold when the lead aircraft is 8.906 nm from the runway threshold, for a maximum in-trail time of 48.68 s OGE (from above), which corresponds to an in-trail distance spacing of 2.027 nm. These two in-trail times (and corresponding distances) represent the limit of where two aircraft, under the given scenario and assumptions, can operate to stay safe from wake encounters. The same technique can be used if the trailing aircraft is assumed to be slower than the leader. For an assumed final approach speed of 130 knots for the trailing aircraft, Figure 10 shows the follower aircraft at 1.206 nm (still 33.39 s.) in-trail of the leader as the leader crosses the threshold and that, assuming constant approach speeds, the two aircraft would be abeam each other at 16.878 nm from the runway -the following aircraft is always well inside the OGE time window of 48.68 s. due to the negative speed differential. Similar schemes can be used with more complicated scenarios, such as with different speed profiles, to evaluate the adherence to the wake avoidance regions as determined by wake age characteristics observed in this experiment and different safety buffer assumptions.
A. Wake Characteristics Evaluation
Because the data collected in this experiment does not fully cover all possibilities of aircraft models, aircraft speed and weight configuration, and atmospheric conditions, a model needs to be developed to estimate the wake characteristics of other scenarios in the absence of the APA algorithm. This was the motivation for generating the sensitivity scenarios for each of the aircraft models tested here, and for each of the primary parameters affecting wake behavior (weight, speed, wingspan, crosswind, and eddy dissipation rate). Using the data from these scenario runs and the nominal scenarios, a simple first-order finite-difference derivative model can be formulated as: where is the value of the parameter (wake age, circulation strength, or wake altitude change) at offset distance and region (IGE, OGE), is the nominal value of the parameter at the same distance and region. The second term on the right hand side is the sum of the N first derivative approximations of parameter to a change in the property (weight, speed, wingspan, wind, EDR) multiplied by the change in the parameter for the new aircraft relative to the baseline aircraft. Examples of the calculated values of these first-order finite-difference derivatives ( ⁄ ) for the B737 aircraft are presented here in Table 5 through Table 10 , while the full set of tables for all aircraft models tested are available in the appendix in Table 27 through Table 80 .
Estimating the wake characteristics of the Airbus A320 aircraft based on the results of the closest weight class aircraft (the B737) would be an example use of the model above. Suppose the A320 aircraft configuration and atmospheric conditions were given to be the values in Table 11. Table 11 also lists the change in these parameters relative to the nominal scenario values of the B737. Using these values and the approximate derivative values of Table 9 . B737 wake altitude change approximate derivatives, IGE. Table 10 . B737 wake altitude change approximate derivatives, OGE. Table 5 through Table 10 , the wake age, circulation strength, and wake altitude change characteristics of the A320 aircraft model can be estimated; Figure 11 , Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the estimates for these three wake characteristics, respectively, for the IGE and OGE regions, along with the nominal B737 data used as the baseline for projection and the WVSAT TM simulation results for the A320 aircraft. Note that estimates are not calculated beyond 1500 feet lateral offset distance because some derivatives do not exist for the baseline aircraft due to wakes that had already dissipated in the sensitivity scenarios at those distances -extrapolation or other techniques could be used to estimate the data at these lateral offset distances. The estimates for wake age for the A320 aircraft are reasonable, given all of the assumptions associated with this simple model. Further investigation of these estimates and the simulation model revealed that the majority of the difference between the estimated wake age and the simulated values -particularly in the IGE region -can be attributed to wakes generated at different altitudes above the ground. More specifically, because of the B737 and A320 aircraft model differences, the last wake elements for the B737 at touchdown are generated at an altitude of 10 feet above the ground, while the A320 wakes are generated at 11 feet above the ground, producing slightly different ground-effects. Similar to this difference in wake altitude at touchdown, the circulation strength and wake altitude change models may benefit from further analysis into explanatory parameters that could enhance the estimates. Nonetheless, the sensitivity model can provide quick estimates of the wake characteristics of any aircraft when analyzing closely-spaced parallel runway operations, provided an appropriate baseline aircraft is used. 
VI. Conclusion
An experiment was performed to collect simulation data on wake vortex characteristics, relevant to the evaluation (including feasibility analysis) of CSPR operational concepts. While the experiment was not tailored to any specific operational concept, the data generated and compiled applies to the class of concepts where an aircraft on a CSPR approach is required to stay ahead of the wake vortices of a lead aircraft on approach to an adjacent CSPR. Data related to the wake age, circulation strength, and wake altitude change, at various lateral offset distances from the wake generating lead aircraft, were collected for a set of nine aircraft. The aircraft selected span the full range of wake classes defined by the FAA and ICAO. A total of 54 simulation scenarios were performed to gather baseline and sensitivity data on dominant parameters that determine various wake characteristics. Of particular interest is the wake age, or lateral wake vortex transport time, to various distances normal to the generating aircraft's flight path. This data can be used to efficiently evaluate both time-based and distance-based intrail separation for all aircraft wake-class combinations. A simple first-order difference model was developed to enable the generation of wake characteristics estimates for aircraft models not included in this experiment. These estimates can be used to quickly assess the WAZ size for all possible aircraft pairings, for any CSPR operational scenario given specific, assumed separation buffers and speed profiles. Because of the simplicity of the model, further evaluation would need to be performed to enhance the model's predictive capabilities in regions outside the experimental matrix used here. For example, the effect on wake characteristics due to different IGE wake generation altitude at touchdown could be investigated using the WVSAT TM tool. Additionally, data for other aircraft models could also be generated.
The simulation data generated and compiled in this experiment illustrate the differences between wake characteristics of various aircraft and examples are provided showing potential uses of this data in the analysis of CSPR approach concepts. These examples illustrate how the time-based approach to this experiment enables use of the compiled data to analyze a wide range of scenarios with varying aircraft pairs and speed profiles. This capability was contrasted with a prior study that analyzed the SAPA operational concept, where a spacing characterization in terms of an initial in-trail distance at the start of the approach did not enable such flexibility.
Finally, it is important to note that this experiment is an exercise in the collection of simulation data from a wake model intended to provide informative estimates on wake characteristics for the purposes of preliminary feasibility analysis of various CSPR con-ops. The results presented here are only as good as the data from which these models have been calibrated and efforts are underway to collect additional field data to better enhance the predictive capabilities of models such as the APA.
Some of the possible follow-on studies to this work include: improving the predictive capabilities of the finitedifference estimation model, comparison of this simulated data with field data that is currently being collected, and the simulation and presentation of the wake characteristics data for same runway in-trail operational scenarios. 
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